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Elementary Linear Algebra: Applications Version, 11th Edition gives an elementary treatment of

linear algebra that is suitable for a first course for undergraduate students.Ã‚Â  The aim is to

present the fundamentals of linear algebra in the clearest possible way; pedagogy is the main

consideration.Ã‚Â  Calculus is not a prerequisite, but there are clearly labeled exercises and

examples (which can be omitted without loss of continuity) for students who have studied calculus.
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Some Things Are Just Better New --This text refers to the Loose Leaf edition.

This book sucks.Condition of Rental: I received this rental in dismal condition, with worn pages that

were separating from the hard cover of the book. Little did I know it would only get worse from there.

Now, half of the pages have separated entirely from the spine of the hardcover and from the binding

of the remaining pages, and I am left with two "books" to try and keep together by the end of my

rental term. I will likely have to pay full-price for this book based on damage that someone else did

(and the natural consequence of it over time), so I am considering not even returning the book

despite not having any use for it after this semester.That brings me to the quality of the book...Book

Quality: This part doesn't matter as much since if you are a student, you are bound to the mercy of

your professors and your deans, but let me reassure you that this book's quality sucks about as

much as its arriving condition did. I consider myself to be of average intelligence, but trying to parse

through the convoluted explanations of the author was an exercise in futility and I often found myself



relying more on YouTube videos, Slader solutions (which suck btw.), class lectures, and my

professor's office hours than anything else this book could ever offer me.So...good luck, fellow

student. May the determinants be with you.This book actually deserves one star, but it gets one

extra star because I can imagine writing a textbook isn't easy.

The first time I opened my book I realized that the pages were not attached to the binding. I emailed

support and they were very kind and offered me my money back. As far as the book goes it is fairly

easy to understand. I am giving it two stars simply because I can't take it to class.

Stay away from this textbook. Anton does not know to how present Linear Algebra in clear and

understandable way for introductory students. If you're using this textbook because it's assigned to

you by the professor, bed your professor to explain everything Anton doesn't bother. Also tell your

professor to be willing to go over homework problems since Anton writes some of the most poorly

worded, difficult to interpret, problems I've ever seen in my life. The amazing thing is that this book

has gone through 11 editions and still this terrible at explaining Linear Algebra.You are going to

need the solutions manual to help you navigate through this book. At time, the solutions manual will

do a better job explaining what is going on than Anton.

I just used this book in the Spring '09 semester for the first half of Linear Algebra (my school likes to

take forever to get through things, consequently, we have Linear Algebra I and II).The book was

easy to read and understand and the homework problems were pretty good (but at times laborious).

It also had a lot of good background information and examples of how this type of mathematics is

used today in research and industry.I got a 3.0/4.0 in the course, so I'm pleased. I would

recommend this book for your college.

This was the book for my first University class, and I loved it. It was nice being able to carry around

a chapter at a time in my binder with this copy.

Good break down of material.

its a text book.

Great for my class
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